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NEWS

THE KENYON COLL

I

Voting: Students Eligible to Vote Locally,
had 32 canv r on day; more than
howed up on any day during the 2008
in a couple day a week. ... It was very national election
on until the final
well-organized."
week, according to Po ner.
The Kenyon College RepubliAlthough K nyon tudent cancan do not organize voter regi tra- not vote for Jordan, a Mount Vernon
tion drives, according to Oberai. "Wc candidate, " tudents in our organization
try to encourage people to regi ter tend tog t just as involved in [local el cin their home tares rather than in tion ] as in national el ction ," h aid.
Ohio; he aid. "In the end of the Student canvas and phon -bank for
day the Kenyon community i fluid local candidate and how up in town
and not etcled.... Their inter tS are hall meeting , at fundraiser , anywhere
the candidate "need bodie in eats" to
not in Ohio." Student ' intere t
are more affected by issue in their
how support.
"As anyone in the Knox County
hometowns, uch as taxes on their
Democratic Party, the Kno · County
parent , he aid.
Students from aero the coun- Democratic Women, th Knox Action
try do vote in Ohio, however. "We Project could tell you, the Kenyon stuhave no idea what their intent i , dents are the manpower for canv ing
if they intend to come back to live in the e organization . We really do a
[in Gambier]; Horn said. " orne lot; Po ner aid.
The Democrat are not involved
rodentS when they leave they cancel
their regi tration with U$, and a lot of in the upcoming election , however.
the rodentS don't, and they'll vote "Everything on the ballot i non-parti an, Posner aid. Be ide Rebecca
ab ntee [in] Ohio omerimes."
"Kenyon is insulated from the Jordan' campaign, the Democrats are
greater Knox County," Oberai aid. also currently involved in Organizing for
"To vote, you're kind of impo ing America, President bama' grassroo
what you think from an outside movement, she aid.
perspective."
Registration driv on campus
Although the Republican do
not actively encourage participation
Becau e of the recent change in
in local politic, "even if we wanted
voter
regi tration law ( e "Gambier
to get more involved, it would be very
difficult for us to get more involved Voting Precinct Split in Two," page 1),
becau e of our limited number; all previously r gi tered voters will have
Oberai aid. According to him, the to re-regisrer before voting again. Stuorganization has between ix and ten dents who have voted in past dections
will therefore not be eligible to vote in
con istent member .
According to Po ner, the Ke- the upcoming local election before renyon Democrats work on politic
registering.
In late eptember, Hoffmann tried
nationally, regionally and locally,
"on every level down to municipal, to organize a registration drive in Peirce
Mount Vernon City Council elec- Hall, but was unable to do so without the
tions, he aid. Occasionally, the permission ofthe College or the collabogroup campaign for a certain i ue, ration of rodent organizations.
"I think the election is important to
he aid.
In 2007, the Democrats were the Kenyon community, and the Kenyon
involved in three local rae including community' faculty and ruden~, taff,
hould vote, and in order to vote you have
for chool board and auditor,
th
to be registered; Hoffinan aid. "The firsr
according to Po ner.
tep was to do a non-political, non-Tom
"Right now we're just working
on one [campaign], which i Rebecca Hoffinan effort to do voter registration."
Jordan for [Mount Vernon) City The second tep, he aid, was to motivate
Council," she aid. "She'· an incumupport for his own candidacy.
"[Peirce Hall] tables are reserved
bent. Kenyon rodent manpower out
on the treet was a huge reason why for srudent group , rodent organizations
he did have a victory in 2007.... We and (C]ollege departments," Coordinahad a lot of rodent involvement; we tor of Campus Events and Scheduling

From page 1

hults said in an -mail.
xception r made, ho\ ·ev r.
"We do allow a Girl cout tr p to ll
co ki a couple of d · in F bruary;
hult aid. Thi ha b en the am
tr p y ar aft r year and the •h.' be n
doing it for long time."
According to Hoffman, the Kenyon Colleg R publi an did not
respond to hi -m il r que t and th
Kenyon Demo -rat declined ro r nize a drive. B cau e ' · 're Kenyon
Dems and' ' are a partisan organizati n
... that' nonvhat w do an organiz tion," Po ner said. If AVE\ · still on
campus. that would have be n a gre-.1t
r ource for Mr. Hoffinan.
AVE, or rudent A ociation
for Voter mpowerm nt, is a n tiona!,
non-parti an, non-profit organizati n
founded by Matt egal '0 , nm the
organizaoon ecutiv dir ctor, whil
hew a Kenyon stud nt.
In the past, the Dem ratS h v
organized voter regi tranon driv in
collaboration with campus or anization ch as AVE and Gr · rganizations, .. but right now, if ~e · re ing
to do omething, it would probably
not be with any pecific candid te,"
said Po ner.
The Kenyon Democra till n d
to be trained to properly regi ·t r vot r ,
Po n r aid. Gjven th need for r -r i tration, "the last thing th t we would
want i to be ignin peopl up and ha e
them notable corer gist rbec uscw 'r
not doing it correctly," he aid.
A cordin to P ner, the Demoera plan a "big p h" in F bruary t
prepare for midterm primari in th
pring. For local electi , h wev r, "I'm
not really sure that the rudent inter t
i there enough ... [to witch] their
r gi tration just to vote in
ambier
off-year lection; he aid. •If we'r
going to [organize a drive], w .vant t
get the r ponse that we know we n
g t from midterms."
"I was a little di ppointed that I
didn't get more cooperation fr m th
Coli ge itself. either in t rm f rudenr
participation or [allowing] me -and I
consider myselfpart ofthe Keny n c mmunity - to do omething in Peirc
Hall," aid Hoffinann, who h fundraised for the College, volunteered with
hi wife as urrogate grandparen for
foreign ruden , been president of the

t

Lori

• tudenr

nd

profile of it

Village Record
Sep. 22 - Sep. 28, 2009
Sep. 22, 10:09 p.m.- Non-srudent vehicle accident on Observatory Lane. No injuries.
Sep. 24, 11: 17 a.m. - Medical call: srudent injury at Peirce Hall Bee sting victim transported to Health Center.
Sep. 24, 4:06p.m. - Medical call: injury at Bolton Theater. Student transported to Health Center, then transported to
Knox Community Hospital (KCH).
Sep. 24, 6:12p.m.- Medical call: srudent injury at Peirce HalL Bee ~victim transported to dorm room.
Sep. 25, 9:57p.m.- Underage conswnption ofalcohol in McBride Residence Hall
Sep. 23, 9:57p.m. - Medical call: rodent injury at Hilld House. Srudent not transported.
Sep. 26, 12:18 a.m. -Medical call: student injury at McBride Residence Hall Student not transported.
Sep. 26,4:39 a.m.- Theft on Middle Path between Leonard and Hanna Residence Halls.
Sep. 26,6:19 a.m.- Theft on campus, not in a residential haiL
Sep. 27, 12:40 a.m. -Intoxicated underage student at Norton Residence Hall.
Sep. 27, 12:42 a.m. -Medical call: injury off<ampus/private property. Squad called and transported srudent to KCH.
Sep. 27, 1:24 a.m. - Medical call: injury at Ganter-Price Hall. Student not transported.
Sep. 27, 2:14a.m. - Medical call: injury on campus, not in residence hall Student not transported.
Sep. 27, 3:21 a.m. -Medical call: injury at .Manning Residence Hall Squad called and transported srudent to KCH.
Sep. 27, 10:40 p.m. - Medical call: injury at Leonard Residence Hall Student went to KCH

• ophomore ouncil i
Common . It work h alre d
Gund' light bulb , but if thi i
will work toward purch ing de

und

f
it

• Junior ouncil di cu ed the p ibilit of ltcrin
laundry facilitie o that tuden an pa u ing their • The Budget and Fin nee ommitt pi ced lnt rim uector of
Student Activitie Me gan Webb in charge of 1500 per eme tcr for
Fun Fund . tudent c n u the fund for event th t rc ale hoifree and open to the entire campu .

ll1ur day,

t bcr
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McGimpsey New Independent Rep to Senate I Changes: Precinct divided, tuxprc . rh ie\ ofind pend nc
cud nr in order co keep the
pe t tions among the ind pen·
Kn n
de red denr , reek nd dministration
new ind pendent cud nt rep· better aligned than they have
nt dve to
mpu
en : · been in pa c y ar ..Me imp y
t ~
vin McGimp y '11 wa
aid h al a· plan to bridge the
leered to the eat aft r b ing communication gap between
n min r d thi term and being the gen r I tudent body and the
con tnned by th pro dural re· admini tr tion.
vot th t rook pi ce arli r chi
"E pecially in time
urm nth.
rounding the major deci ion
i.e imp ey accepted rh
of the last n o year , there ha
nomin cion, and ~aid: "I un- b en a lack of communication to .
d r t nd the importanc of the the rudent body,.. IcGimp ey
n te nd hope to b
oicc for
aid. "Forum· may not be the
ind pendent • con ern
bout, be t option for bu y students, o
r lfpport f, r k li~ t K - we're lookin for way to k p
n on:
ever one in the loop."
'\'fhil
impsc ·do n t
om tudent · ~ el char com·
pi n o 1 pu hing for n hug
munic tion improvement ar
ch n
, he doe plan ro endor e I on overdue. "I \' ould w nr
combination of a~ r· and fun
someone who i an effective com·
in ,r ck li~
aid. municator of the tud nr ody'
opinion, lohammad Hamad' 10
aid. "I fed like ev ry 1C r we ju t
ramble.:, we o in ir le and \ ·e
t norhing d n and o I think
it's important to h v ome n
\'ho's honest nd profe ion I
and will t the job done."
o i re Profe or of Hi to·
ulr ·
h:nn
lc imp ·c •'
ll or b tter communic tion.
en t i perhaps rh only
mpu b d · with repr ·. nta·
ti\
from II
mpu con titu·

BYR

n ie ," he aid. "'It eem to me
that many campu contra er ie.
in r cent year have o curred
be u e tudent wer nor a are
of, or did not fully appreciate,
initi riv of th en ate or th ad·
mini tration. Part of rhar better
communication will be a more
on istenr relation hip with the
ollegian." Me air aid he hop
chat with the n w ffort , rh re
ill be fewer mi under tanding
in the future.
~1 Gimp eyi alreadyenrhusia tic about th Campu enate
ag nda. "We're getting tarred on
the ri ht foot," M Gimp ey aid.
ne i ue currently und r review
in the
nate i rh re ording
of the ood amaritan Policy.
"Alon
irh the mdent Council, I 'upport making it more
explicit, o that it' very clear that
both alcohol and other drug are
cover d" M Gimp C._' said.
ther topic on the enate
a nda include po ibl in en·
for
udent go,;·
ti
rnm nt to cnc ura
greater
stud nt in ol ement, greater
student ace
to cademi building fter midnight and are ·iew
of th
olleg ' part poli ·.
.. Hopefully the item will
be n th final a nda nd we
will be able to take ome po i·
ti
ction on th m rhi y ar."
air aid.
J.

at : Hun1an Soci ty Encourage Student Help
et their a i ranee with the i. u ,
he id.
The Kn · ounr Humane
i t ', unlik rhe Kn x

dents register with street address
aid she hope chi ituation \ ill
not di courage student from
but the di crepancie in the voting. "We pur a,r al effort into
number of oters were not no- getting stud nt to regi ter la t
ticed until rhi year. The Board year and my hope i that w will
mailed form to Kenyon alumni b able to provide material at
la r pring urging them to re· cour e regi tration that will make
mo them elv from the voting chi pretty imple," he aid. "It
roster, but they did not r cei e will take a lot of cudent acti i m.
ufficient re pon e to fix the What will make the difference i
probl m. That led the State of if tudent encourage rudents to
Ohio Board of Elections to force exerci e their citizen hip and rake
the:: Knox County Board to divide the opportunity to vote."
Gambier.
Student political organizaIn th pa t, tudent filling tion have been informed of the
out voter regi tration form
change . A repre entative of the
ould put "0
Kenyon Democrat said in
Kenyon Col·
an e-mail, "We
1 gc" a their
addre .... 0
had a huge, very
Kenyon Colsucces ful voter
lege' will no
regi tration eflonger uffice,"
fort Ia t fall ...
ays Director
but now we'll
-Kim Horn
of th Board of
have to re·regElection Kim
i ter oter beHorn. tudent regi t red un- fore the primari s. Hopefully the
der "0 Ken on College," mu t changes \ ill make thing more
re-regi ter dormitory addr
fficienr for the Board of Elecoter are no' a igned ro their tion ."
Rohan Oberai '1 0, th Pre j •
pr cin t~ b. addre
not by al·
phabetical order.
dent of the K nyon College Re·
tudent mu t th refore re· publican , aid, "Mo t Kenyon
regi er e ery year, or every rime student are politically con ciou ,
they mo e dormitorie .
active, and have the tim to be
o. This change ... i
m1mmum
A c rding to both John on
nd Horn, the Board ofElection
inconvenienc that doe nor hinha tried to inform the Kenyon der p ople being able to r gi ·ter
community about chi hange. It to vote."
cnt our letter to every tudent
Kenyon graduate who I av
Ia t y ar and informed e eral fac· Ohio with no intention of reulty members about the problem. turning can fill out an
hio
But it i "·rill worried that not Voter Registration ancellation
nough tudcnt know bout the Reque t. If tudents fill our chi
n w r quiremcnt , John n aid. form out when they leav Kenyon,
h t ' e arc tr ing to 'l oid i
the oting ro t r '•ill accurately
that omebody ho want to vote refl ct the numb r of oter in
ill go to th p 11 , and an't."
Gambier and b come a single
Pr id nt . G orgia Nug nt precinct again.
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"'0 l enyon 0llege' will no longer uffice."

..

c

Ia •t n, ho\' ·
id it i
imp rtant for p opl to ced the
c· t ... I think ir' wonderful t r
p ople to care for a cat that'· nor
their ju t to mak ure that it' fed.
lot of people have aid 'Why don't
you ju t t rid f them?' If you do
rhat, then mor will ju t come in.
liminaring their food ource will
not keep tray out of the area; the
cat have to be neutered to keep the
tray population down.
•I know tudent feed tray
car all the time," Bennett aid. '"If
you ju t follow the animal all· cu ,
then you ee a lot of students who
ay chey found a cat and are feeding
it. We have a tray cat that I've been
feeding for a couple of years who'
fairly feral and I can't touch him." In
order to co neuter that cat, •y would
have co get a live trap and catch him,
then release him."
Bennett said anyone on campus who can catch a cat can make
arrangements with the Humane
Society to get it spayed or neutered,
which involves paying $35 for a

t

mpus afety r in th
1n t and a group of peopl who li
in ambi ·r r aniz d pr c s of
c r hing rh e at , h ving th m
pay ·d r ncut red and then relea in T them, a
r~ing to Bennett.
"If tudent w re int re ted in
that it would b a really go d thing.
That could be really plendid," Ben·
nett aid. "A lot of rudent care
about companion animal ; a lot
of student mi their companion
animal ; a lot of tudent want to
make the world a better place. Thi i
one way to do it. rudent feel orry
for animal that are abandoned. [A
trap/neucer/relea e program] i
something that i within thc:Power
of tudents.·
Clayton said students can also
help volunteer at the Humane Society. "We alway need assistants
to help with surgery, trapping and
releasing. For prc·med and pre-vet
students, there's a lot they can help
with. They can help administer
medicine to the cats in the shelter
each night."
Shdango ki said the College
has not yet involved the Humane
Society in the Gambier stray cat
situation. "If the problem persists
much longer, we will be forced to

.. 'c do not get any ount mon y.
mostl r ray in bu in s with the
d pti n money and the volunt r
cmplo
Bennett i in char c of findin
volume r for the Humane
·iety
and aid he ha b en encouraging
tudcnt to h lp. "The Humane
ociety ah ay · ne d volunt r to
help with paying and n utering
ur erie·, help with giving medica·
tion , help with running the de k,
help do cleaning, help walk dog ,
help with fundrai ing event and
m'a.king contribution ," he aid. "We
really need money; we really need
cat food."
"I'd like to urge tudcnts to cry
and get the cat adopted, get the
cat paycd or neutered,'" Bennett
said. 'Td really value student who
arc willing to set up a trap neuter/
release/program."

r

'i;(f.

Students interesttd in setting
up or helping to run a trap/neuter/
release program in Gambier can
e-mail Robert Bennett {bennettr@
kenyon.edu}.
Studmts inttresttd in floluntetring at the Knox County Humane
Society can contact Bennett or call
the Humane Society at {740) 3922287.

...- Greek Council Sep. 28, 2009
• Gre kWeek· heduledforthew ekof ct.l9. GreekCoWlcildiscussedthe
w ek' activiti such apie·eatingconr tanddisplayingofeachorganization'
banner, and discussed issues regarding the traditional all·student GF k Parry.
Th administration is hesitant about this party because ofproblems that arose at
b"t year' party. Representati es condud d that ifresponsibilicy\\reredistributed
evenly among organization and issu ofliabilicy were clarified, these problems
would hopefully be avoided. The CoWlcil has yet to make a decision regarding
specifics of the party.
• Council discussed revising Article V of the Greek Constitution. Members
considered changing the constitution's format and its rules regarding theJudiciary
Board and investigations.
• Council members were asked to contact Associate Dean of Students Tacci
Smith and let her know who did not show up for his or her party monitoring

assignments.
• Council discussed effOrts to revise the Good Samaritan Policy. Currently, the
policy only protects students, not organizations, from gming in ttouble if the
Office of Campus Saftty is called. Council plans to speak with Campus Senate
about including organizations in the policy.
• Mike Durham has invited a guest peakcr to deliver a presentation at 8:00
p.m. on Oct. 7 about drunk sex, hazing and drug use. Council members
were encouraged to tell their groups about the event.
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Flags Hung for Hispanic Heritage Month Taken from Peirce
By August steigmeyer
News Editor
Three international flags, hung
by ADELANTE (Associacion De
Estudiantes Latino Americanos y
de Naciones Tropicales Exoticas) as
part of its celebration of Hispanic
Heritage month, were stolen from
the Peirce Hall atrium during the
week of Sep. 20. Two more went
missing Monday. “I feel angry and
disappointed [in] some Kenyon
students,” said Katia Roque ’12, a
member of the steering committee
of ADELANTE, a group devoted to
promoting Latin American culture.
The Honduran, El Salvadorean
and Peruvian flags disappeared from
the railing of the Peirce stairwell
last week, and now the Bolivian and
Puerto Rican flags have also vanished.
Roque said the group contacted the
Maintenance staff about this issue
and it said it had not taken them.
“We think that if … Maintenance
or Security had taken the flags, they
would have taken all of them, not just
a few. Therefore, we conclude that
most likely they have been stolen. We
have no suspects.”
“I am surprised and deeply
saddened that these flags have disappeared and that they have not been
returned or found,” Ivonne Garcia,
assistant professor of English and
advisor to ADELANTE, said in an email. “I think of the Kenyon community as one that strives toward mutual

understanding and acceptance and
learning, not one in which symbols
of difference disappear.”
ADELANTE sent an all-student e-mail message on Sep. 24
asking for the anonymous return of
the flags. The original message asked
students to e-mail ADELANTE if
they knew the whereabouts of the
flags and assured that “no questions
will be asked.”
An alumnus of ADELANTE
donated the flags to the organization two years ago so the group
could “share them with the campus,”
according to the group’s all-stu. “If
they cannot be shared respectfully,
then it defeats their purpose. We
really don’t want to ask the Budget
Finance Committee to spend money
that could just as well go to other
student organizations if our flag is
just hanging in your room.”
“I actually don’t assume that
the flags were stolen by students or
anyone else,” Garcia said. “I have no
idea why they have disappeared, but
if the flags were taken for the wrong
reasons, the action shows disrespect
toward and ignorance about their
significance. If the flags were taken
for some other reason, maybe for
what was seen at the time as innocent,
then I hope those responsible will
realize they have made a mistake,
that they have hurt fellow members
of our community, and they will
make it right.”
“It’s a question of just basic

respect for other people, so it’s
disturbing to have that kind of
thing happen,” President S. Georgia Nugent said. “It’s probably just
seen as something risky and fun. I
doubt there’s a whole lot of thought
behind it.”
The group took down the remaining flags to prevent further
thefts. “I think if somebody has any
idea of what happened to these flags
they should contact ADELANTE,”
Roque said. “Reflecting on what
happened, I think in a way it was
our fault because we did not properly informed students of why these
flags were there. However, students
should be more respectful with
things that are not theirs. Specifically
with these flags, they were [hung]
to represent different countries and
cultures. Stealing them is a big sign
of disrespect.
“I do not think, however, that
this incident reflects the attitude
and behavior of the whole campus,”
she said. “I do not think the whole
student body should be blamed for
this.”
The flags were put up for the
same event last year, but no thefts
occurred. “This is the first time we
have [had] issues,” said Roque, who
filed a report with the Office Campus
Safety. “We hope [they] might be
able to help.”
Nugent said she believes this
is not an issue the College can effectively handle. “I think it’s some-

Paid Advertisement

thing where students have to come
forward and say, ‘This isn’t the kind
of behavior that we want,’” she said.
The College has no capacity to “fix”
something like this, according to Nugent. “It has to be the student body
itself deciding what its own values
are, so I think the discrimination
advisors and probably some others
are trying to think about that, what
can we do as students, sort of peer
to peer, to make a difference,” she
said. “I think, ultimately, that’s the
only thing that’s going to make a
difference. The president can come
out like Dad and say, ‘don’t do this
or that’ … A lot of experience on this
campus, and others, shows that that
does absolutely nothing to change
behavior.”
“Part of ADELANTE’s mission
is to educate the community about
the cultural wealth of Latin America
and its legacy among U.S. Latinas,”
Garcia said. “For this reason, ADELANTE hangs these national flags
each year during Hispanic Heritage
Month. It’s a colorful way of reminding everyone in the Kenyon community that we’re part of our college’s
diversity.”
“I would hope that every student here feels invested in Kenyon’s
reputation for being a place that is
inclusive and that values such inclusiveness as a way to promote and
cement the diversity that contributes
to our excellence,” she said. “I would
hope that anyone who is aware or

becomes aware of any act of intolerance
or insensitivity will speak up and make
sure that they are not complicit in such
acts by being silent.”
If the thieves are discovered, there
will be “a charge of honesty, basically
[because] it’s theft,” according to Nugent. “The difficult thing about this
is [that] almost never are we able to
ascertain who did this, so often there’s
not much that can be done because we
never find out who is the perpetrator,”
she said.
Garcia said she is an optimist and
expects the flags to be returned. “I hope
we won’t have to worry about any more
flags disappearing,” she said. “I hope
we demonstrate that we really are this
‘college on a hill,’ a community that is
respectful and that collectively rejects
behavior that goes against that goal. I
believe that we are that community,
and I won’t contemplate the opposite
unless and until proven wrong.”
ADELANTE hosts several activities to commemorate Hispanic
Heritage Month. On Sep. 15, Garcia
spoke about Supreme Court Justice
Sonia Sotomayor’s confirmation at the
Canterbury Tuesday Night Dinner.
There was also a free salsa dance lesson
offered at the Kenyon Athletic Center.
On Oct. 15, invited speaker Professor
Clara Román-Odio will be at the oncea-semester ADELANTE Lunch Table
at Peirce. ADELANTE plans to close
the celebrations with a mariachi band
performance at Peirce Pub scheduled
for Saturday, Oct. 17.



News
Wainscott: Newspaperman, Review Editor, Student Mentor Dies

Thursday, October 1, 2009
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Wartburg College in Waverly, Iowa, a
Lutheran training school for clergy. He
intended on becoming a preacher, but
“he worked on the campus newspaper
and decided he would be a much better
newsman,” Mrs. Wainscott said.
In college, Mr. Wainscott was
involved in theatre. “At some point he
almost ran away, he says, with a passion
play,” she said, referring to a traveling
show of the Easter-time reenactment
of the crucifixion of Jesus. He also “developed a love for football” and helped
on the sidelines at football games, she
said.
But he also made time for a social
life. In college, he was engaged three
times.
“I asked him just last week,
‘Why?’” said Mrs. Wainscott. “And
he said, ‘I guess I was in love with love.’
Fortunately for all concerned, nothing
came of it.”
The newspaperman
After graduation, he worked as a
reporter for the Ashland Times-Gazette
in Ashland, Ohio. Before long, he became managing editor of the paper — at
the time, he was the youngest person in
Ohio to hold that job — and for the rest
of his newspaper career, he remained on
the management side.
In 1963, he got a job at The Plain
Dealer in Cleveland, Ohio, where he
started as a copy editor and worked his
way up to managing editor for production. In 1964, he met Judith, a new
reporter, and they married in 1965 in
her hometown of Mount Vernon, Ohio,
in the same church in which her parents
were married.
Professor of English William Klein
described Wainscott’s job at The Plain
Dealer as “one of the best newspaper
jobs in the country.” He said Wainscott
hated to compromise and was always
“very, very meticulous.”
When Mr. Wainscott was in
charge of the copy and layout desks, “he
would do daily critiques of the paper
and the headlines and the layouts, and
he would write his critiques on yellow
legal pad in ballpoint pen,” Kovacs said.
Then the critiques would be copied and
distributed. “They were very helpful,
and after a while we called him ‘Cy Yellow Sheet,’” she said.
Kovacs noted Mr. Wainscott’s
sense of humor. “I remember one time
when I was the assistant religion editor,
I was in charge of making sure the printers followed the instructions for putting
together the religion pages … and after
the printers put it together they would
do a proof. Well, I was downstairs waiting for the proofs one day, and it finally
came down and — there were fillers, if a
story didn’t fill a space they would put in
fillers, little fillers, maybe one column by
an inch or something. So for those two
religion pages, he had put in the filler,
‘Pray for Rosemary’s Baby,’” referring to
the tag-line of the 1968 thriller about a
woman impregnated by the Devil. “That
didn’t get in the paper, but someplace I
have kept [the proof ],” she said.
He also at one point changed The
Plain Dealer’s type face, according to
Kovacs.
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Then new technology arrived.
“He was the person who dragged The
Plain Dealer into the computer age,”
Judith said. “It was very, very hard. …
Everybody was starting from scratch,
and very few people were eager to have
it happen except for the owners of the
newspaper.”
Kovacs recalled: “We went from
typewriters to typing with scanners
and to computers. He was in charge of
getting us through that horrible period
of change. He was more technologically
advanced than the rest of us. … I remember he had one of the little Macs, one of
the first Macs. The screen was about four
inches by four inches.”
Mr. Wainscott was involved in the
first American newspaper guild. He
served as president of the Press Club of
Cleveland and was a member of Sigma
Delta Chi, a co-ed Greek organization
for journalists.
“Cy was just a newspaperman
through and through — a great writer,
a great reader, a great follower of story,”
said Bennett, an editor-in-chief of The
Kenyon Collegian during Wainscott’s
two-year tenure as advisor of the newspaper. “His instincts were spot-on, and
he just loved newspapers.”
“He loved the newspaper business,
and he was always sad not to still be in
it,” said Mrs. Wainscott. “When he left
he was in his mid-50s, and there were so
many changes, so many well-educated,
young people coming into it that it was
very hard for an old, white male to stay
in. Nobody was bitter about that, and
nobody was bitter at all, really, but he
missed it terribly and would have liked
to have been working for a newspaper
last week.”
Later career
After leaving The Plain Dealer
in 1984, the Wainscotts moved full
time to their home in Gambier. Judith worked as the first desk clerk of
the newly-founded Kenyon Inn. The
couple left when Mr. Wainscott got
a job in Kansas, where he headed the
public relations office of Kansas State
University for three years. There, he was
able to continue his passion for football
by working as spotter in the press box at
Kansas State games.
In 1988, the couple moved to
Boston when Mr. Wainscott was hired
by ATEX, a division of Eastman-Kodak
that made computers for newspapers.
He traveled around the country and
the world advising newspapers on the
new computer systems. His stops included New Zealand, Poland, Sweden
and London. Eastman-Kodak stopped
funding development for his computer
systems and eventually, Mr. Wainscott
was laid off along with many others.
The Wainscotts wanted to move
back to Gambier, and when Mrs.
Wainscott was hired by Borders Books
in Columbus, Ohio, they did. She
soon moved to a different job as sales
representative for St. Martin’s Press, and
Mr. Wainscott became managing editor of The Kenyon Review and worked
there from 1993 until his retirement
in 1998.
“Cy was a true professional,” said
David Lynn, editor of The Kenyon
Review. “He knew the ins and outs

of journalism, especially in terms of
production, everything from printing to distribution to the very major
responsibilities of the managing editor.
… While he was working for us, he gave
everything to make it a great journal.”
“If somebody had some kind of a
need, he would spring to their defense
or help immediately,” Klein said. “He
was a very generous person.”
“Cy was a real night owl,” Lynn
said. “He liked to work odd hours and
put in long hours to make the Review as
good as it could possibly be. I learned a
lot from Cy Wainscott. He knew more
about the physical aspects of publishing
than I did at that point and I learned
a great deal and I was grateful to him
for that.”
One year that Mr. Wainscott
served as advisor to the Collegian,
he was named All-Campus Advisor,
“which I thought was one of the nicest
things that happened to him,” Mrs.
Wainscott said.
Bennett said that before Mr. Wainscott came to the Collegian, the newspaper had never had an active advisor.
“We certainly didn’t know a lot of the
ethics behind how journalists work
and why we work the way we do, so Cy
really took us under his wing and used
his decades of experience at The Plain
Dealer to teach us,” she said.
“During times when we were
writing stories that were maybe a little
controversial, he always had our back,”
she said. “He was always on call for us.”
Wainscott encouraged many stu-

dents to pursue careers in writing or
journalism, she said. “I doubt I would
have been a journalist if it weren’t for
him,” said Bennett, who is currently a
lecturer at the Medill School of Journalism at Northwestern University. “He
was the epitome of the editor at a daily
newspaper who just loves telling stories
and who really treats young cub reporters as an apprentice they take under their
wing. And I was a cub reporter.”
Hobbies
Mr. Wainscott was a man of many
hobbies. He was interested in tropical
freshwater fish, circuses and democratic
politics in Knox County. According to
Klein, Wainscott was also a “very loyal
member” of the Wednesday Eucharist at
the Church of the Holy Spirit.
Klein said he and his wife went
boating with the Wainscotts in Maine
in the summers, and that the couples
shared weekly dinners for the past five
or six years. “We had an incredibly close
and very pleasant relationship with
them,” Klein said.
“He was very deep into the Arthurian legend,” Mrs. Wainscott said. “We
have a huge library of Arthur books,
and he loved to go to England and go
to the alleged sites. … That was the age
of chivalry. … He just ate that up. He
thought that was wonderful.”
On the couple’s first trip to England, Mr. Wainscott became interested
in heraldry, said Judith. He designed
coats of arms for friends, for the Cleve-
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land Newspaper Guild and for the
Harcourt Parish, which still uses the
design on its stationary, she said.
“He would draw them very elaborately, and a lot of people he would give
them to as presents,” Kovacs said. “He
would research your name and what it
meant, from the old days of England,
then give you an eight-by-ten coat of
arms. … There [were] quite a few; for
every reporter at The Plain Dealer, he
would make them. I know I got mine
someplace.”
Some of his drawings are hanging
in the Headliner Bar, a hangout for
Plain Dealer staff, Kovacs said.
He also maintained a love for football. “He was the kind of guy who didn’t
like a lot of the excesses of contemporary
life,” Mrs. Wainscott said. “The big exception was the extension of the football
season until it was practically 51 weeks
a year. ... [to him] that was the way it
ought to be.”
Four years ago, Mr. Wainscott
suffered an aneurism “that kills most
people,” Mrs. Wainscott said. Then,
early this year, he was diagnosed with
lung cancer and later developed liver and
brain cancer. “He realized when he was
dying that he had already been graced
once with extra time and it was unlikely
it would happen again,” she said.
A memorial service will be held Saturday, Oct. 24, at 11 a.m. at the Church
of the Holy Spirit in Gambier.
— Additional reporting by Sarah Queller and
August Steigmeyer
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by arjav ezekiel
Guest Columnist
The most important issue for
student government over the last three
years has been improving the way we
communicate with you. It has topped
our agenda every year, but progress, it
seems, has been slow. Students feel their
opinions are disregarded; feel divorced
from their representative bodies; and
worry that they are losing their say in
the future of a college that means the
world to them.
But despite students’ concerns that
they were losing control of their school,
the two highest positions in student
government went unchallenged in last
year’s election. Campus Senate, which
meets bi-weekly and which I have the
privilege of co-chairing this year, had
several positions go uncontested, despite
the fact that it is the only body on campus
that allows students, administrators and

If you like the way your life is right
now, read no further. I am about to tell
you about one of my greatest irritations,
and once I do, it will shackle your soul
as well.
I eat in Dempsey/Thomas Hall
(henceforth referred to as Thompsey)
almost every day. There is a thing I’ve
noticed. At first, it was livable, but it
has grown entirely intolerable. The
grave disturbance to which I refer is the
absurdly ambient dining area. It is, first
of all, a cavernous room. But to make
matters worse, the room is made completely of sonically reflective materials
(i.e. wood, and lots of glass). In the peak
hours of the evening, say 6:00 p.m. or

so, it is nearly impossible to carry on a
casual conversation without yelling or
saying “eh?” And if things weren’t bad
enough, there are the constant abominable chair squawks of those getting up
or sitting down to dinner. These rubber
legs scream against the wooden floor,
and the sounds reverberate piercingly
through all of Thompsey, making an
unsettling backdrop to a meal.
To me, this acoustical disaster is
such a problem for these reasons: first,
after a long afternoon of working in the
library, I need a relaxing dinner. Unfortunately, I find the noises of Thompsey
jarring. It is a cacophonous and abrasive
atmosphere, slaying any hope of mine
to straight chill for a little. Second,
the ambience of Thompsey is without
question a hindrance to conversation.
Discussion is one of the best ways to
learn. If this college stands in the name
of intellectual pursuit, rather than mere
aesthetic, it would recognize this serious
issue. But I fear that the administration
is more concerned with how things look
than with how they function.
So, here are two suggested solutions to make the room more acoustically absorbent:

1. To mitigate the chair squawks,
felt casings should be put on the tip of
each chair leg.
2. Foam should be put on the
undersides of the tables and chairs.
Restaurants often do this to make an
otherwise noisy space more tolerable.
These two solutions would be
cheap and aesthetically unobtrusive.
To consider one more effective, albeit
visually obvious solution, we could hang
tapestries on the walls. The more fabric
in Thompsey, the less ambient it will
be. I doubt “they” will really go for
these physical alterations, but as an
amateur sonic engineer, these are my
suggestions. Additionally, I consulted
a professional interior designer, who
agreed that these solutions would help
alleviate the issue.
Many readers may assume that
because I’m so passionate about a seemingly trivial topic, I’m just joking. I’m
not. I consider this an actual issue worth
addressing, and I will not stop until it is
recognized as such. Tomorrow (Friday,
Oct. 2) I will be circulating a petition.
If you agree with my stance, join me in
support. We shall band together and
abolish this undeniable disturbance.

I was on the Senate when we
passed the “Good Samaritan Policy.”
I voted for it then and continue to
support it now because if it saves
one life that would otherwise be
forfeit to a drug or alcohol overdose it is a worthwhile policy. But
I was then and remain to this day
deeply troubled by the need for
such a policy. I would like to think
that we live in a community where
if we saw someone in danger we

would not hesitate to call for help
without first being assured that we
would not be “written up” or that
it “would not go on our permanent
record. “ The fact that we need such
a policy should cause us all to take a
long hard look in the mirror. At the
very least we should recognize the
irony in calling it a “Good Samaritan Policy.” In the Biblical story of
the Good Samaritan part of what
makes him “good” is that he stops

to help a stranger on a dangerous
road even though he put himself
at risk by doing so. Kenyon has
decided — as have Colleges all over
the United States — that we need
such a policy precisely because we
are not sure that we can trust each
other to actually be “Good Samaritans.” And that is, for me, a sad and
disturbing thing.
- Vernon Schubel,
Professor of Religious Studies
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The opinions page is a space for
members of the community to discuss
issues relevant to the campus and the
world at large. The opinions expressed
on this page belong only to the writer.
Columns and letters to the editors do not
reflect the opinions of the Collegian staff.
All members of the commuity are welcome
to express opinions through a letter to the
editor.
The Kenyon Collegian reserves the
right to edit all letters submitted for length
and clarity. The Collegian cannot accept
anonymous or psendonymous letters.
Letters must be signed by individuals, not
organizations, and must be 200 words or
less. Letters must also be received no later
than the Tuesday prior to publication. The
Kenyon Collegian prints as many letters
as possible each week subject to space,
interest and appropriateness. Members of
the editorial board reserve the right to reject
any submission. The views expressed in
the paper do not necesassarily reflect the
views of Kenyon College.

faculty to discuss the issues that are most Council does something substantive,
important to you. The same applies for Student Body President Jonathan MeyStudent Council. Few positions, if any, ers ’10 or I will write an opinion piece
had serious competition.
that explains in detail what we are doing
Certainly student government is and how it’s going to affect you. The
partially to blame for the gulf between minutes from every Senate and Student
us and you. When it came to getting Council meeting will be in the bathroom
our message out,
stalls of most acawe failed to think Students ... worry that demic buildings
creatively and often they are losing their say and the KAC.
fell back on what we in the future of a college You can also find a
knew well or what that means the world to rundown of what
we thought would
Student Council
them.
be easy. In other
does on Twitter,
words, we were lazy because we were and Senate is now on Facebook.
comfortable. Forums became our only
Some of you are probably rolling
mode of communication even though your eyes as you read this piece, wonwe knew quite well that no one was dering whether any of this is actually
going to attend. We assumed that class going to help change the relationship
representatives would communicate between the student government, the
with their constituents, even though I administration and the student body at
readily admit that as a class representative large. As in most experiments, we don’t
to Senate I was never an affective conduit expect 100 percent success, but I do
of information to my class.
think these changes will help open a line
So, this year we’re going to mix of dialogue among the parties involved
things up and try something new and that will evolve as the year progresses.
different. We are going to try and com- We also need your help for this to work.
municate with you as best we can, and Your input matters and whether you love
we hope that you will take advantage of something about Kenyon, hate somethis. We now have a Web site on which thing or couldn’t care less, let us know.
you can see what the Senate discusses We are, after all, your voice. That’s the
each week, along with the names of every only way we can make this thing work
member. Any time Senate or Student like it should.
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by EVAN HALL
Guest Columnist

Letter to the Editor: Good Samaritans

Vote Locally?
Think Locally.
The upcoming Nov. 3 election may not garner as much attention as did the presidential race,
but it raises issues vital to Knox
County’s socioeconomic fabric.
Though we, the staff of the Collegian, believe that political involvement is a crucial supplement to a
college education and urge students to canvass and phone-bank
for the causes that matter
to them, we also believe
that students should make
well-informed and careful
choices concerning the
issues on which they are
qualified and unqualified
to vote. For most of us,
Gambier is a temporary
home; we live in the community for nine months,
interacting with its residents, supporting local
businesses and sharing its
resources, but in the summer, all
that’s left of us is a storage garage.
Most of us, too, will receive a Kenyon diploma and then pack our
Ohio memories in a suitcase en
route to the big city.
Decisions on tax levies in
Mount Vernon should not be determined by students who do not
pay taxes, and almost none of us
have a right to determine who sits
on Mount Vernon’s school board.
This doesn’t mean that we are not
entitled to opinions, and this certainly doesn’t mean that we should
never vote locally, but it does
mean that we should refrain from
voting on issues that will affect
only the taxpaying local people
who own property and send their
children to public schools.
We encourag e students to
vote on national and state political issues. Though many of us are
not Ohio residents, state political
decisions such as those that concern environmental regulations or
infrastructure may significantly
shape our four years here. Students
should also feel free to support
candidates for College Township
and Gambier positions. Unlike
straightforward one-issue referenda, representatives are chosen
on the basis of their abilities and
priorities to represent the interests
of a community, a large part of
which is students.
The upcoming election poses
three referenda on state issues
— one about the proposed creation of an Ohio livestock care
standards board, another about
building casinos in four Ohio cities and a third about authorizing
the state to issue bonds to compensate Persian Gulf, Afghanistan
and Iraq veterans. How many of
these issues will truly affect your
college experience in Gambier,
OH? The next time you’re voting, we urge you to consider your
relationship to your surroundings
and determine how your vote will
affect not just you, but the community at large.

staff editorial
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The Kenyon Experiment that Swept the Nation

How the “Kenyon Plan” of 1954 Evolved into Current Advanced Placement System
By Caroline Hiteshew
Staff Writer
On an April evening in 1954,
a student might have wandered
into Rosse Hall to find President
Gordon K. Chalmers addressing
a group of progressive leaders in
secondary and college education.
The occasion was the opening
of a three-day-long conference
for the awkwardly named School
& College Study of Admission
with Advanced Standing, or the
Central Committee for short.
According to a transcript of the
conference available in Kenyon’s
Special Collections and Archives,
the group consisted of representatives from 12 colleges and 12
secondary schools nationwide.
The air must have been pregnant
with the attendees’ noble purpose: to address the problems that
developed during an educational
experiment carried out in seven
American high schools. In this pilot program, unofficially referred
to as the “Kenyon Plan,” secondary school students with advanced
abilities took college-level courses. Little did President Chalmers
and his comrades know, they were
planting the seeds for what we
now know as the Advanced Placement (AP) Program.
At the conclusion of the
courses — just one month after
the conference at Kenyon — the
students took a test crafted by
Central Committe e members
to demonstrate
their proficienc y an d d e termine whether
they would
receive college
credit.
The pilot
program proved
to be a success.
In 1 9 5 6 , t h e
College Entrance Examina ti o n B o a r d
took over and administered its
first round of courses and examinations. The short-lived Kenyon
Plan was officially transformed.
The program’s story actually
begins in 1951 when, according
to letters of correspondence on
record in the College archives,
Chalmers and Kenyon faculty be-

One of the first meetings of to discuss the “Kenyon Plan.”

gan discussing ways to strengthen
American education. The movement was the result of larg er
forces at work in this countr y
and abroad. College Historian
and Keeper of Kenyoniana Tom
Stamp describes the 1950s as a
time for greater examination of
American institutions, educational institutions in particular. The
world was becoming increasingly
interconnected and competitive.
The Soviet Union’s shockingly
successful Sputnik Program in
1 9 5 7 intens i fied the initial
push to improve
America’s educational system in order to
compete with a
growing Commun i s t w o rl d
power.
Concurrent to the Kenyon Plan was a move toward “early
college,” in which academically
advanced students began college
early, sometimes at as early as 16
years old. The Kenyon Plan was
crafted as an alternative to this
educational trend, which President Chalmers refers to as the
“rob-the-cradle plan,” outlined

The program’s story begins when Kenyon faculty began
discussing ways to
strengthen American education.

Reprinted from the kenyon alumni bulletin

in a published explanation of the
School & College Study of Admission with Advanced Standing
from 1954. The members of the
Central Committee firmly believed that attending college early
was detrimental to a student’s
social development.
Besides being a reaction to
“early college,” the plan was crafted around one other principle.
According to the 1954 publication, “the basic weakness in the
judgment of many observers is a
failure of the school and college
to view their jobs as parts of a
continuous process, two halves of
a common enterprise.”
The AP exams were a point of
contention from the very beginning. Central Committee members cautioned against elevating
the exam over the curriculum,
which might motivate teachers
to teach only to the test. And yet
they saw no other way for students
to demonstrate their learning.
The AP program was, after all, a
move towards standardization, for
which tests are essential.
Once the College Entrance
Examination Board took over, the
AP program grew exponentially.
The program became a product,
a brand, and a highly profitable
one at that. It was no longer an ex-

perimental movement born of the
selfless efforts of a few individuals. Kenyon, however, had little
to gain as an institution. Stamp
said that so many original AP students gravitated
toward Eastern
colleges that
for some time
it was jokingly
called the “Kenyon Plan for
Admission to
Harvard.”
What is
most fascinating about the original pilot program is its basic
sim ilarit y to the pro g ram in
place today. The scale has vastly
increased and yet the basic structure, principles and potential
pitfalls are still there. Dean of
Admissions and Financial Aid
Jennifer Delahunty acknowledges
both the positives and the negatives of the AP Program in the
context of admissions.
“Standardizing does provide
us with tools to evaluate things
in a more effe ctive way,” she
said. “It’s a shortcut to academic
rigor.”
But AP courses can also become a burden to high schools.
According to Delahunty, “It costs
a lot to offer [AP courses] and it

restricts a high school’s curricula,
especially in biology.” The College
Board is constantly challenged to
maintain the strength of its brand,
most recently by a rash of high
schools simply calling a course
“AP,” administering the exam and
failing to increase the academic
rigor of the course itself.
Kenyon is at the forefront
of educational innovation once
again with the Kenyon Academic
Partnership (KAP), a program
of which most current Kenyon
students are unaware. Since 1979,
KAP has provided college-level
courses in 32 public and private
high schools in Ohio. More than
1,000 students participate yearly.
Because KAP is a regional program, its standard can be maintained by the active participation
of Kenyon faculty, rather than by
a standardized exam. Professor of
American Studies Peter Rutkoff,
who has been active with KAP almost since its inception, sees KAP
as part of a larger responsibility
of a college to its community. “I
believe that private colleges have
to justify themselves to the community that they’re in,” he said.
K A P p ro vi d e s a g l imp s e
into the potentia l f uture of
American education. Again,
as in 1951, we
find ourselves
in an increasingly interconnected and
competitive
world. The competitors may be
different, but the key to success
is the same: education. Imagine
a post-AP world, in which many
smaller, decentralized KAP-like
programs are the benefactors of
rigorous academics in secondary schools. With these regional
satellite programs, the original,
albeit idealistic, objective, as
James R. Killian Jr., president of
the Massachusetts Institute of
Technolog y, so eloquently said
in a letter to Chalmers in 1952,
seems that much more attainable:
“Our ultimate objective should be
to set free, in some measure, the
immense store of latent ability
in our youth which is not now
being adequately stimulated or
utilized.”

The AP exams were
a point of contention from the very
beginning.
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A Smokin’ Extracurricular
By David Williams
Staff Writer
In the past few weeks, crowds
of students were spotted hovering
outside their residence halls as fire
alarms buzzed, pacing back and
forth or chatting with friends as
they waited to be let back into their
rooms. These drills prepare students
for an actual emergency, but with
one key element missing — the fire
department.
In the event of an actual emergency, however, the College Township Fire Department would be
called. Located on East Brooklyn
Street across from Gund Commons,
the fire department is made up of
volunteers from the Gambier area,
including eight Kenyon students:
Forrest Malchow ’10, Ben McGee
’10, Jack Robling ’10, Jarrod Sowell
’10, Matt Bright ’11, Kat Dougherty
’12, Rachel Fletcher ’11 and Harry
Jackson ’11.
Robling, the head of student
volunteers, has been a member
of the fire department since his
first year. Like most of his fellow
students at the fire department,
Robling had no experience prior
to joining.
“I joined completely by chance,”
he said. “I saw the stuff and thought
it looked cool, so I decided to get
involved.”
Things were somewhat different for the department’s first student
volunteers in 1976. These students,
after returning from the Vietnam
War, had already served as medics
and were well suited to the duties
involved in working for the fire
department. The College has maintained a consistent relationship with

Students

the fire department since then.
Although unlike their predecessors, the current student volunteers often begin with little or no
experience, the rigorous procedures
for joining the department prepare
them for the job. The process begins
with a seven-week basic training
period. According to Robling, it is
during this time that the firefighters-in-training get their feet wet and
gain an understanding of the nature
of the work. Then come 160 hours
of additional training in order to obtain an EMT-Basic, the entry level
of Emergency Medical Technician,
and a Volunteer Fire Card. Next
begins a year-long probationary
period at the department, in which
the volunteer firefighters begin to
apply all of the knowledge acquired
over the training period and apply it
to real situations.
The commitment level of a
student volunteer exceeds the scope
of most extra-curricular activities.
“Student volunteers here are very
busy,” Robling said.
Fletcher, who joined the department in her sophomore year,
said, “You just have the opportunity
to learn a lot of very valuable things
and very practical things as opposed
to abstract theories.”
Even after the intensive training schedule, work at the fire department takes up a large portion
of student volunteers’ time. The
department goes on roughly 400
runs a year — averaging more than
one per day. Aside from their field
duties, the firefighters also have
training every Sunday and Tuesday
throughout the year.
“It’s a different type of extracurricular; it’s not geared toward

Laurin Schoenemann ’12

wesley keyser

This is the third photo in a series depicting changes on campus.

A long time ago in a Knox County far, far away, no one was worried
about the structural integrity of our buildings. But parties in Greek
lounges on upper stories were eventually banned, because the floors
would sag like a trampoline under the weight of yo mama. Unfortunately, our sad senior, pictured above, never heard the news about the
third-floor Hanna lounge, R.I.P. The lounge has been void of parties
since the administration decided it didn’t want a replay of the Duplex
fiasco of 2007, in which plaster from the basement ceiling of this student-occupied off-campus apartment crumbled beneath upstairs partiers.
WHAT YOU CAN DO INSTEAD: Party on the roofs of Aclands.

Joseph Adler
Professor of Asian Studies

-Wesley Keyser

Theodore Mason
Professor of English
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college students,” Fletcher said.
For all of their sacrifices, the
student volunteers and their fellow
volunteers play an important role
in both the Kenyon and the greater
community. Located on campus in
Gambier, the department is responsible for all of the College Township
—which encompasses the Village
of Gambier and Kenyon College
— and Monroe Township. The
department also serves as mutual
aid to all other surrounding towns,
such as Mount Vernon, and often
responds to a number of calls from
these places.
Those volunteering at the fire
department, however, don’t only
deal with fires.
“We could have to do anything
from taking someone’s blood pressure to having to pop open the door
of a flipped-over car to responding
to a house fire,” Robling said.
The majority of calls made to
the department, however, tend to be
EMS-related. While there were only
five actual house fires last year, the
department frequently deals with a
number of individual health issues.
Some of the most common calls
are from people experiencing chest
pains or breathing difficulties or suffering from traumatic injuries.
“We always have to be prepared
for fires, but fires are not what we do
primarily,” Robling said.
Stu d ent vo lunte er s have
learned to adapt themselves to the
responsibilities that come along
with being a member of the fire
department, whether it is fighting
fires or performing CPR. “Your life
has to fit around the job as opposed
to it fitting around your college life,”
Fletcher said.

Eva Ceja ’10
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Installation Art Prompts Thought, Discussion
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For Professor of Studio Art Claudia
Esslinger’s class, Installation Art, each
student created a public intervention
piece. The project’s content and theme had
minimal limitation, except that the work
had to be public and interactive with the
student body. Students expressed a range
of interests in their work, but common
themes of community, disability and
taking the time to appreciate beauty
appeared in several works. Many of the
pieces were displayed on Middle Path,
turning this thoroughfare into an art
gallery. Below are statements from the
artists involved.
1. Fraser Reach ’11
My goal for this project was to
draw attention and dialogue to the
most saturated word in Gambier:
“community.” For its heavy use in this
location, there seems to be little grasp of
what the term entails. I hoped to create
a setting that would give a physical reminder (in this case an inked print and a
brochure) to as many people as possible,
so that each would ask themselves what
a community is to them. My personal
experience is that every community has
at least one element in common: they all
work to separate themselves into more
exclusive groups. In my eyes this project
further reinforced that belief, but I hope
to be proven wrong.

2. Emma Lippincott ’10
Choose a new identity. Become
someone else for today. I asked students
to use an “Identity Bag” to change who
they were, or at least how they were
perceived, on Monday, Sep. 28, 2009. I
cut brown paper bags in half, gave them
eye holes and laid them on display in the
Peirce Atrium. Students were instructed
to take a paper bag and write on the bag
a label they chose for themselves. My
instructions then asked them to enter
the servery and assemble a meal while
wearing the bag, to sit and eat with the
bag on or off (their choice) and then to
return the bag to the table. The last step
was to reflect on their experience and
choose another label or write a small
amount about their experience on the
bag. No one followed the directions as
I laid them out, but I watched students
wonder, consider, if they would take the
chance on a bag and what attention it
brought them. All of the bags were used
and I saw labels written such as Lover,
Cat, Confused and Friend.
3. Gretchen Henderson (Faculty)
Around campus, you may be noticing “Exhibits” (colored paper signs
lettered A-Z on various Kenyon College
landmarks) and lettered maps, all part of
an “intervention” to draw attention to

disability and accessibility on Kenyon’s
campus. By going unnamed, “Exhibits”
will hopefully rouse curiosity about the
curated collection and, secondarily, become exhibits with political implications
(akin to “exhibits” in a legal trial). Areas
that have been made accessible include
the word “Exhibit” crossed out; areas that
need redress are simply labeled “Exhibit.”
Recent articles in The Kenyon Collegian
have discussed admitting more students
to the College who are disabled, meeting
student needs with accommodations, promoting diversity, maintaining the integrity
of historical buildings while making them
accessible, (not) paving Middle Path, etc.
In preparing this “intervention,” I trolled
through records in Kenyon’s archives and
interviewed a variety of people around
campus for site ideas and history (and
learned Middle Path’s nickname, “Middle
Wall”). One interview with a former professor who is physically disabled and who
taught at Kenyon in the 1980s elicited the
following questions: “Can a person really
have the whole college experience, the
whole of what that means, if the campus
remains partially inaccessible? Who do
we risk losing, and lose, by keeping spaces
inaccessible?”
4. Yi Joanna Dai ’10
I put a skinny slice of mirror behind
the door handles of every academic build-

ings’ and dormitories’ exterior doors. The
mirrors also reflect some poetic words
that I put on the back of door handles.
Conceptually, because the words on every
door handle are different, people form a
unique short poem by walking from one
building to another. Formally, people can
also see their fingers at an unusual angle
when they grab the door handle and open
the doors, while the mirror frames the
view behind them.
Many of us miss so much beauty
of the details in life. I would like to invite
people to experience the details of everyday routine by bringing them this subtle
delight. It is a flux of poetry, a reflection of
the hidden and a suggestion of the invisible
beauty in the most mundane. Everybody
is involved in making this piece what it is
with their walks, eyes, hands and perhaps
a little bit of thought and emotion, but the
contribution of each person is so minimal
that it is almost unconscious.
5. Paul Reed ’10
I created a rock altar in front of Old
Kenyon, forming a real sacred space on
the perceived sacred space of Middle
Path. My installation art asks the question: what is sacred? Specifically, why do
we hold the stones of Middle Path sacred,
unwilling to pave them over? We honor
this sacred space by sacrificing the experiences of those who are disabled. I wanted

this space to be intrusive, obstructive
and thus interactive. The viewer has the
choice to walk through it, disturbing the
sanctity of the circle, or walk around it,
giving respect to the separate space set
apart from the mundane.
6. Rachel Williams ’10
My Middle Path couch-bench is
designed to inspire new perspectives of
everyday sights. The benches on Middle
Path encourage people to break up their
comings and goings with pauses for
regrouping, socializing, waiting or resting. By providing people with seats for
observation, the benches work toward
an appreciation for what is otherwise
commonplace — people passing to
and from class, the beauty of Kenyon’s
gothic architecture and the trees’ subtle
shift through the changing seasons. The
conversion of a bench into a couch aims
to make people notice what is always
there. This couch is designed for people
to sit on upside down, facing the sky,
with hopes that consequentially they
will remember to appreciate the beauty
of the leaves overhead and the nature that
surrounds them. With the soft welcome
of cushions and an inviting checkered
print, the couch will, I hope, lure the
walkers of Middle Path to pause for a
moment of appreciation, relaxation and
reflection.
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Student Art Gains Exposure
Ground. The theme of the exhibit is
“contemporary faces.”
“We thought these ‘contemporary
faces’ that are on display now would
lend themselves perfectly to the social
milieu that is MiddleGround,” Baldwin
said. “It’s already a place where people
like to look at faces, to see who’s at the

by Hannah Shapiro
Staff Writer

MiddleGround is not simply a
convenient and comfortable spot for
an early-morning coffee, a late-night
essay or a midday chat. Kenyon’s favorite coffeehouse is also a showcase for
student art.
Since
transforming the Red
Door Café
into MiddleGround in
2003, owners
Joel Gunderson and his
wife Margaret
Lewis have included community art
on the café’s
walls.
“I’ve
grown up in
a house that
was filled
w i t h a r t ,”
said Gunderson, son of
Professor of
Art Barr y
Gunderson.
“It’s a logical
extension for
me to have a Emma Rotilie’s ’10 print on display in MiddleGround.
restaurant filled with art.”
next table or across the room.”
Most of the art is student work,
The class will later showcase its
but local artists, sometimes people linoleum relief prints at the Kenyon
from as far as Columbus, occasion- College Bookstore.
ally ask for a spot on MiddleGround’s
“This is a very talented class and
they are off to a great start this semeswalls.
Originally, the owners asked for ter,” Baldwin said.
Printmaking student Fraser Reach
art from the community, but today
’11
organized
the show and said he is
art classes and ARTClub routinely
pleased
with
the
way it turned out.
create art shows for MiddleGround,
Gunderson said in an e-mail.
“A lot of the pieces are really quite
“I love seeing student art at Mid- great,” he said.
dleGround,” Assistant Professor of Art
As president of the Art DepartRead Baldwin said in an e-mail, “It’s the ment’s ARTClub, Reach is helping
perfect coffeehouse/art house venue to curate the next exhibit at Middlefor small exhibits.”
Ground. Students can submit by Oct.
Twelve students in Baldwin’s 15 any work that falls under the theme
printmaking course are currently “dwellings.”
displaying their monoprints at Middle“I’m hoping we get submissions

from a lot of different media and a lot
of different people,” Reach said.
ARTClub began with art majors
who curated exhibits at several campus
locations. Art Department Shop Supervisor and Technician Maddy Courtney ’08, one of the founding members
of ARTClub, helped organize a show at
the Horn Gallery in April
2007 and a
show at MiddleGround
the following
month with
the theme
of “not standard.”
Since
then, ARTClub has
continued to
curate exhibits at MiddleGround several
times a year. In
addition, they
have organized
other campus
art events, such
as the “crush
tree.” Students
submitted
a n o ny m o u s
notes to their
Milica Petrovic crushes and
the ARTClub
hung them in the upside-down tree.
Reach said he plans to continue
the tradition of the “crush tree” and
other art events, including a performance art week.
“I hope that [ARTClub] can
become a very inclusive outlet for the
creativity of all Kenyon students working in any media,” Reach said.
Reach said he “would like to
emulate MiddleGround’s success” as
a forum for art by all students, including those not in studio art classes, by
finding other campus locations for
exhibits, such as in study areas or the
library.
“Art is about enriching student
life,” he said. “It should be in places
where people are living.”

KFS Preview

AESTHETICALLY INNOVATIVE MOVIE MUSICAL WEEK
Friday, Oct. 2 — Moulin Rouge
Baz Luhrmann’s film Moulin Rouge took the world by storm in 2001, and was notable for being the first movie-musical
to be nominated for Best Picture in 22 years. The love story between Christian (Ewan McGregor), a penniless writer, and
the courtesan Satine (Nicole Kidman) is accentuated by Luhrmann’s beautiful director’s eye and some phenomenal musical
numbers (sung by the cast members). A fantastic supporting cast features John Leguizamo, Jim Broadbent and famed tenor
Placido Domingo as a singing moon.
Saturday, Oct. 3 — Across the Universe
Love it or hate it, one has to admit that Julie Taymor (director of Broadway’s The Lion King) knows how to make
something look good. This musical, based on The Beatles’ songs, follows the stories of Jude (Jim Sturgess) and Lucy (Evan
Rachel Wood) as they attempt to make it in the ’60s. As one would expect from a movie featuring Beatles songs, the best
part is the musical numbers. (The scene for “I Want You,” set in an army recruitment office, has become an Internet sensation). Special cameos include Joe Cocker, Bono, Eddie Izzard and Salma Hayek. For a lover of film or of music, Across the
Universe is a must-see.
So, come join us at the KAC Theater at 7:30 p.m. this Friday and Saturday to view these wonderful films. Screenings
are open to anyone and — as always — are completely free.
—Miles Purinton
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Professors’ Pods

A Series on Professors’ Listening Habits
by Charlie Schneider
Staff Writer
Professor of Mathematics
Judy Holdener has musical tastes
across the board. She had trouble
thinking on a song-by-song basis
because she so loves the whole
catalogue of work of each artist
that she chose. Professor Holdener’s tastes go from Run-D.M.C. to
Mozart, with some children’s music and more thrown in between.
In fact, she likes so many songs
that she gave at least three more
songs than we had space to print.
She’s a classic case of how one person can like a spectrum of things
for different reasons. Also, it is
amusing to witness a math professor rap along to a Run-D.M.C.
song (very well, in fact.)
“There’s so much emotion in
[music], you know ? You can’t really put your finger on it. There’s
also the mathematics, too, like the
patterns and all that. It’s like a mix
of the rational and the irrational.
Music is wonderful that way.”

great merit. I love Run-D.M.C. I
went to their concerts when I was
an undergraduate student and was
like one of the only white people
there. A lot of the lyrics now in
these rap songs involve shooting
people up and that sort of thing,
and o kay, I don’t want that.
But I think a lot of rap music is
very clever, with the rhymes and
rhythms. This song is actually
considered to be very original in
that it marked a turning point
in hip-hop. It’s a song that talks
about urban life, problems with
poverty, street life. That’s the way
it is. It’s like that, you know ? This
is reality, folks, and I actually like
this rhythm, too.”
“Our Imaginary Rhino” by
Justin Roberts, from Meltdown
(2006)

“This is actually children’s
music, which I listened to with my
kids. Justin Roberts is a Kenyon
graduate and he knows how to
capture the essence of children
and parenting and so on. It’s
really very good. I had it on my
“Akanaki Nokunaka” by MP3 player for my son to borrow,
Johnny Clegg and Juluka, from but then I actually found myself
Musa Ukungilandela (1984)
listening to it sometimes, which
is a little bit scary [Laughs]. This
“This was written by a white one is my favorite. It’s about this
South African man who formed kid’s imaginary friend, and the
a band with his Zulu friend. This imaginary friend has an imaginary
song is absolutely phenomenal. rhino. It’s like this meta-imaginary
My son, when
friend. How can
he was a newthe ima g inar y
born baby … I
friend have
loved this song
an imag inar y
because it kept
rhino ? It’s really a very clevhim quiet. I ’d
er idea. [ Justin
p ut t h i s s o n g
Roberts] comes
on at night
here pretty ofa n d h e ’d b e
ten during the
calm. The song
reunion weekwould end and
- Judy Holdener
ends at Kenyon
th e n e xt s ong
and he do es a
would come on
free
concert
for
all the parents
and he would cry. And so I played
and
their
children.
I talked to him
it again and again and again, and
at
the
start
of
one
of
his concerts
I never got tired of it, because the
and
I
told
him
I
liked
the song
alternative was much worse. I still
and
he
played
that
first.
Isn’t
that
love it today.”
nice?”
“Nobody Knows” by The
“Concerto for Oboes DTony Rich Project, from Words
Major
Allegro Aperto” by Wolf(1996)
gang Amadeus Mozart
“I think this man is great.
“I don’t like to g rade, so
He de dicate d this C D to his
when
I do I tr y to set up the
dad. Anybody that is that raw
right
environment
to make it as
about his emotions I just think
soothing
and
positive
an experiis wonderful. This song refers to
ence
as
possible.
I
tend
to listen
how nobody knows how much he
to
classical
music
when
I grade;
misses his father. This is a good
it
calms
me
down.
So
I
get
a cup
song. He’s sharing his innermost.
of
tea
and
sit
in
a
comfortable
… I just think that takes a lot of
spot and I put on my Mozart. It
courage.”
has to be purely instrumental or I
“It’s Like That” by Run- can’t focus. This is my favorite. I
D. M . C . , f r o m R u n-D . M .C . played oboe in middle school — I
never was as good as what I hear
(1984)
on this, but I still love it. That’s
“I get really annoyed when sort of a common pick, right? I
people pooh-pooh rap music. It’s like Mozart, but everybody likes
just plain wrong. Rap music has Mozart, right?”

“There’s so much
emotion in [music] ...
it’s like a mix of the
rational and the
irrational.”
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Athlete Profile:
Lauren Metzger

mark motheral

By Mark Motheral
Sports Editor
Lauren Metzger ’11 is one of
the Ladies cross country team’s
top runners. As a first year, she
managed to acquire both All-Region and All-Conference honors,
and she matched her feat as an
All-Conference runner last year.
Metz g er sa id she c ou ld have
been an All-Reg ion runner as
well but that she was ill when the
regional tournament took place.
More recently, she took 39th
place among 175 runners at the
Wisconsin-Parkside’s Midwest
Open, a tournament that featured
multiple Division I teams.
But there is more to Metzger
than can be found on the Kenyon
athletics Web site. Her athletic
accolades do little in the way of

defining her as a person. Much of
her time is devoted to academic
interests and hobbies, all of which
have nothing to do with running.
She is majoring in psycholog y
and minoring in anthropolog y.
She said she hopes her Kenyon
degree will propel her into a clinical graduate program or perhaps
a Ph. D. program. When she has
some free time — although she
admits that there is little free time
to take advantage of — Metzger
enjoys cooking and cross country
skiing. At home, she said, “I have
two dogs who I consider my siblings — Hunter and Murphy,” a
golden retriever and a bullmastiff.
Although she hails from Ann Arbor, MI, “I have been a huge Notre
Dame football fan from birth and
hate the Michigan Wolverines,”
she said.

Women’s Soccer Snaps
Three-Game Losing Streak
By Nate crist
Staff Writer
After suffering a three-game losing
streak, the Ladies finally secured a win
against Heidelberg University on Sep.
19. Coming off that win, the Ladies were
intent on another and took the field ready
to get the ball rolling on Sep. 26, when
they defeated Mt. Union College with
a score of 3-0.
The game began slowly, with both
teams unable to score, but the Ladies
kept the pressure on and finally got on
the scoreboard. Stefanie Couchman ’10
drilled a shot past Mt. Union College
Goalie Taryn Vespoint 27:07 into the
game. The assist came from Caddie Durret ’12, who added to the Ladies’ scoring
attempts with five shots of her own. With
the comfort of having scored the opening goal, Kenyon was able to continue
shooting at will against Mt. Union and
never relented. But the Ladies could not
get another goal and the teams entered
halftime with Kenyon ahead 1-0.
Once the second half resumed, Mt.
Union was on the Ladies’ heels. Couchman struck again, this time unassisted,
at 54:51. Even with two goals in the

bag, the Ladies increased their intensity.
With a flurry of shots, the Ladies added
to their lead with Couchman’s third and
final goal, which was also unassisted
and rounded off her impressive outing.
Couchman’s hat trick was undeniably
impressive, but the overall effort of the
Ladies’ offense deserves the greatest
accolades. Amassing 29 total shots,
Kenyon did not give Mt. Union breathing room.
This performance displayed the
Ladies’ trend of a consistent offensive
over their last five games, in which they
have tallied 20 or more shots.
The Ladies’ defense has performed
admirably as well, accomplishing two
consecutive shutouts. They held Mt.
Union to only seven shots, with only
one in the first half. Kat Powers ’11 made
four saves in the goal to aid the defense in
smothering Mt. Union.
Kenyon Ladies soccer is in a good
position to continue its winning streak
next week at home against the College of
Mt. St. Joseph on Sep. 30 and at home on
Oct. 6 against Mount Vernon Nazarene
University. Hopefully, in front of a home
crowd, the team can book two more wins
to close its non-conference play.
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Field Hockey Loses Three Straight
By Nate Oldach
Staff Writer
The struggle for the North Coast
Athletic Conference (NCAC) field
hockey title is underway, and the Ladies
continue to struggle in the midst of a
dogfight. There were times this past
weekend when the Ladies showed their
true potential to become a solid team.
The first test was the game against
Ohio Wesleyan University, a team that
currently enjoys a conference record of
4-2. Before an enthusiastic home crowd,
the Ladies made their first score on a
brilliant play by Meredith Yellen ’13.
This promising start was short-lived,
however, as the Bishops converted on a
penalty corner two minutes later. From
then on, the game rested in a stalemate
as the Ladies and the Bishops exchanged
scoring attempts, none coming to fruition.
Heading into halftime with the
score tied at one, the Ladies exhibited
their potential to make a case for the
NCAC title this year. “The Ladies came
out strong in the first half, scoring first
and executing well,” said Head Coach
Jen Johnstone. Unfortunately, the Ladies
suffered a setback as an injury to starting
defender Sasha Grumman ’10 tilted the

game’s momentum in OWU’s favor.
Minutes after the injury, OWU capitalized on another penalty corner, making
the game 2-1 with just over 20 minutes
remaining. The Ladies fought to regain
the lead, but several chances were turned
away by OWU’s goalie Krista Murray,
and in the waning moments of the game
the Bishops scored one final goal to seal
the Ladies’ fate, handing them their third
conference loss of the season. “You have
to hand it to the OWU goalie: she made
some great stops in the second half to
preserve the win,” Johnstone said.
The Ladies had little time to mourn
the disappointing loss, as their next test
was against field hockey power house
Salisbury University, the second-ranked
team in Division III field hockey. Could
the Ladies topple this giant in a David
and Goliath match-up? The day began
with the Sea Gulls taking an early 1-0,
but the Ladies showed resilience, fighting
back from the early deficit with a drive
of their own that the Salisbury defense
thwarted. Wearing their hearts on their
sleeves, the Ladies maintained their
intensity level, countering each of the
Sea Gulls’ attacks until, just before half
time, Salisbury forward Lauren Correll
made the score 2-0 with an unassisted
goal. As the Ladies exited the pitch for

halftime, the team was filled with hope
and excitement. Johnstone said, “The
Ladies played well in the first half. This
was a confidence booster for the girls,
as they proved to themselves that they
could match up against some of the best
competition in the game.”
Unfortunately, the second half
saw all of the momentum going in favor
of the Sea Gulls, who scored five goals
to cruise to a 7- 0 victory. “Though we
lost, I’m glad to see the team dynamic
building,” Johnstone said. “The [first
years] are settling in well, which is a
compliment to our four senior captains.
This bodes well for us this year and for
years to come within the program.”
When asked about the rest of the season,
Johnstone maintained that the team
“was going to surprise some people. We
are suffering through injuries and illness,
but we should be fully healed by late
October when the second half of the
season starts.”
This year, the team has adapted
the motto, “What doesn’t kill us can
only make us stronger,” which is rather
fitting for this weekend’s match-ups.
The Ladies may have lost two games,
but they gained a sense of camaraderie
and self-confidence, traits the team will
display for years to come.

School Spirit Enhances DIII Athletics
By james asimes
Sports Columnist
How do you define success
for colleg iate athletic departments? Is it by wins each season?
Conference titles? The number
of players named All-Conference
or All-American? No matter how
a college quantifies its athletic
success, most colleges strive for
athletic excellence, to some extent, as a source of school pride.
Although athletics can be quite
profitable for Division I colleges,
and even some Division II colleges, Division III athletics are the
least profitable.
Small colleges used to separate themselves from other colleges by striving to offer better
academics. Recently, schools have
begun to realize that student life
is more than just academics. It
takes many years to develop a
good academic reputation, but it
only takes a few years to build a
new dining hall with better food
ser vices, to renovate a librar y
with state-of-the-art technolog y
or to build a new athletic center
big enough to hold a Boeing 747
under its roof. It comes as no
surprise that Oberlin College,
perhaps Kenyon’s main academic
rival, just opened a new fieldhouse
this past spring.
Although some students and
a lumn i f e e l that th e Keny on
Athletic Center is frivolous and
unnecessary for our rural campus
in Gambier, OH, it has given the
school a distinct recruiting advantage over many small colleges.
Attracting better student-athletes
results in better athletic teams,

and the by-product of having a
more successful collegiate athletic
program should be an increase in
school spirit. The Aquatic Center
at the Kenyon Athletic Center
demonstrate the importance of
swimming and diving to the athletic program; swim meets, however, do not draw large numbers
in terms of student attendance. Of
students who have taken in at least
a few races from one of the meets
in the Aquatic Center, too many
have been watching while on an
elliptical machine or treadmill.
Students easily support winning
programs, although more so when
it comes to the two largest collegiate spectator sports — football
and men’s basketball.
The model for all small college athletic programs to emulate
is Williams College. The Ephs
have won 12 of the last 13 National Association of Collegiate Directors of Athletics Director’s
Cup in recognition of the best
Division III
sports program.
In b a sketb a l l ,
Williams won
the national
championship in 2003 and was
runner-up in 2004 and a national
semifinalist in 1997 and 1998.
Weston Field, home of the Ephs’
football team, has a 10,000-seat
capacity. It may not be a coincidence that Williams’ endowment
is nearly ten times larger than
Kenyon’s.
Kenyon has the potential
to develop an athletic program
that rivals that of the Ephs. The

KAC gives Kenyon an advantage
in recruitment over nearly every
Division III school in terms of
athletic facilities and training.
The incredible swimming tradition at Kenyon is evidence that
Division I-caliber athletes are
willing to attend Kenyon as well.
The greatest difference between
Williams and Kenyon is support
and attendance at athletic events,
especially basketball. The fact is
that even though sporting events
are all free of charge, students do
not show up, even for the most
important games against rival
schools. On the best of weekend
afternoons in Tomsich Arena or
out at McBride Field, 100 students may show up to support
Lords’ basketball or football, evidence of the student community’s
lack of pride at Kenyon.
As highly ranked as Kenyon
is, the endowment here is not very
large. Although
the size of the
e n d o wm e nt i s
not a direct reflection of the
pride alums take
in th e s c h o o l ,
alumni are more
likely to donate
if they have fond, distinctly Kenyon memories, and athletics
are a great way to develop school
pride and boost alumni support.
Kenyon is clearly making strides in
improving student life, especially
in terms of athletics, but if Kenyon wants to take the next step
in continuing to improve student
life and athletics, more emphasis
needs to be placed on school spirit
and support for athletics.

[A]thletics are a great
way to develop school
pride and boost
alumni support.
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Ladies Soccer
Saturday, Oct. 3, at 4:30 PM
@ Kenyon vs. Mount Nazarene
University
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Football
Saturday, Oct. 3, at 1:00 PM
@ Kenyon vs. Carnegie Mellon
University
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Football Falls to Wabash Little Giants
By mark motheral
Sports Editor

The L ords fo otba l l team
aimed to maintain its perfect
conference record against the
fourteenth-ranked Wabash College Little Giants in Crawfordsville, Ind., on Saturday, Sep. 26.
After falling behind by 35 points
at the half, not even a respectable second-half performance
could salvage the Lords’ chances
of winning. In the end, Wabash
triumphed 62-24.
The L ittle Giants set the
game’s tone in the first quarter by
scoring four offensive touchdowns
while keeping the Lords’ offensive
attack at bay. Wabash struck first
when wide receiver Wes Chamblee
converted a 26-yard pass from
quarterback Matt Hudson into
a touchdown. On the ensuing
drive, Kenyon evened the score
after Lords quarterback Mike
Hermanson ’10 connected with
Harry von Kann ’10 for a 72-yard
touchdown. But, with the score
tied at 7-7, Wabash dominated
on offense and defense until the
half ’s end. The Little Giants held
the Lords to 102 yards of offense
and one field goal by von Kann for
the rest of the half, while erupting
for two more offensive and a field
goal. By the end of the first half,
Wabash had a seemingly insurmountable 45-10 lead.
Even though the Lords made
the game more competitive in
the second half, they were unable
to shrink the lead of the Little
Giants. As Lords’ football coach

Ted Stanley put it, “Defensively,
we played better in the second half.
Our passing game was good. … We
did score points offensively.” Even
though Kenyon closed the gap in
the third and fourth quarters, Wabash continued to keep the pace,
outscoring the Lords 17-14 in the
second half and making the final
score 62-24.
When aske d to assess the
game, Coach Stanley said: “First
of all, Wabash is a very good team.
They have all the components of
a national playoff team. But, we
did not play our best. I would
say we had good effort, not great
effort. Our special teams’ play
was very poor. [Wabash’s] longest
drive was 68 yards. … We made it
easier for them.” Stanley went on
to comment about the match-up
problems that Wabash’s players
presented. “Size is not everything,
but their size made it more difficult,” Stanley said. “They were
able to assert themselves more on
the offensive and defensive lines.
However, their secondary and our
secondary were fairly even.”
Looking beyond the performance of Lords Football on the
whole, von Kann had a strong performance as wide receiver, catching
nine passes for 121 yards, bringing
him to fifth all-time at Kenyon
with 2,248 career receiving yards
and a continued affirmation of his
status as one of the best athletes in
Division III Football. When asked
to rate his own performance, van
Konn said in an e-mail: “I felt like
I had a decent performance against
Wabash but there were definitely

Andrew Cheever ’11 stiff-arms a Wabash defender to gain additional yards.
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some things I could have done
better. I had a nice touchdown
early in the game when they were
playing man coverage but then
they started playing double coverage against me and it slowed me
down a bit. Overall I had a solid
game but there is always room for
improvement.”
Stanley made a similar evaluation of von Konn’s play: “Harry
playe d well. He wa s the b est
receiver out there, and he can
do a lot of things. But, he hasn’t
maximized his potential yet and
he knows it.”
A vast majority of NFL teams
have scouted von Kann, speaking
volumes to the talent he possesses.
However, von Kann makes clear
that a spot on an NFL roster is

neither his top priority, nor an
easily attainable goal. “As far as
playing at the next level, possibly
even the NFL, it’s something I really try not to focus on,” von Kann
said. “Making an NFL roster or
being drafted coming from this
level of competition is certainly
a stretch. Although I do feel like
I have to play my very best every
game to have a legitimate shot of
making it, this is not what drives
me to succeed. I play every game
like it’s my last because I have one
more season left here at Kenyon
and one last chance to finish my
season strong . It’s cool having
scouts come and thinking about
potentially playing in the league,
but as of now it’s not my primary
concern. I’m just having fun with

the whole process and will have to
make some more drastic decisions
once the season is over. Fortunately, even if no opportunities do
arise for playing at the next level,
I will still have something that is
much more valuable to me: my
Kenyon degree.”
Next, von Kann and his teammates will look to rebound from
last week’s loss when they take on
the Carnegie Mellon University
Tartans. Coach Stanley said he
hopes that all Kenyon football fans
attend, especially the rowdy ones
like “the guys from Meadow Lane.”
Stanley wants to make McBride
Field “a tough place to play.” The
game will take place this Saturday,
Oct. 3, at 1:00 p.m. at McBride
Field.

The veteran team of Piskacek and ning six consecutive matches and
Jeremy Polster ’11, seeded seventh earning the right to play for the
in the event, played at a level championship. Before the final
proportional to their seed; they round, Piskacek failed to concede
qualified to the round of 16, while a single set, even against the second
only losing three games up to that seed, University of Chicago’s Will
point. As chance would have it, Zhang. Piskacek beat Zhang in the
Ye and Griffin
semifinals 7-5,
faced Piskacek
6-1. Regrettably,
and Polster for
Watts, the toura place in the
nament’s threequarterfinals.
time defendPiskacek and
ing champion,
Polster proved
soundly bested
- Scott Thielke
too tough, as
Piskacek in the
they dispatched
final match 6-2,
the first years 8-3. Sendor and 6-1. However, Piskacek’s remarkVerhave also met their match in able performance exemplifies his
the round of 16, bowing out to high-quality play. Head Coach
Washing ton Universit y in St. Scott Thielke thought highly of
Louis’ Kareem Farah and John Piskacek’s run through the tourWatts 8-1. Unfortunately, Piskacek nament. “Tomas is playing well,”
and Polster were defeated in the he said. “He is stronger, faster and
quarterfinals by the Washington in better shape than last year. He
University tournament champions has always known how to win big
Max Woods and Isaac Stein, 8-5.
matches.”
Piskacek , se e de d third in
Piskacek was pleased with
the sing les draw, hig hlig hte d both his play and his improvement.
singles play for the Lords, win- “First of all, I must say that as the

number three seed, I had a pretty
good draw,” Piskacek said in an
e-mail. “Also, when you have to
play four matches a day, you want
to get off the court quickly to stay
fresh for the remaining matches.
Kenyon tennis ain’t no holiday
camp, so I fought for every single
game even if the match was relatively easy. I did not want to play
long matches and waste my energy.
Finally, I played well throughout
the whole tournament and maybe
got a bit lucky when I faced two
set points in the first set against
Zhang.”
“I am better prepared physically and I think my serve has improved a bit,” Piskacek said. “But
it is mostly mental. I feel like I am
more accustomed to life at Kenyon
off the court, and that is what
makes me better on the court.”
Not to be outdone, several
other Lords tennis players had
strong performances in the singles
event. Polster made the quarterfinals before losing a hard-fought
battle to Zhang 6-3, 2-6, 6-1. In

the second round, Ye drew firstseeded Watts and made the most
of his shot at the top seed. Ye
proceeded to take more games
off of Watts than anyone else in
the tournament, losing 7-5, 6-2.
Thielke was particularly impressed
with Ye’s play. “Kevin helped us
realize how to beat John Watts
from Wash. U. the next time we
play him,” he said. “Great match
for Kevin.”
Paul Burgin ’13, seeded 17,
also played at a high level, pushing
the fifth-seeded Sam Sweeney to
the brink of defeat before falling
6-4, 7-6.
On Monday, Oct. 12, the seventh-ranked Lords tennis team will
need to continue its talented play
when it takes on the second-ranked
team in Division III, the Amherst
College Jeffs. According to Thielke, the match could very well be
won or lost before singles play even
begins. “The key as always will be
how well we play doubles,” he said.
“We have a great shot if we play
strong from the beginning.”

Piskacek Succeeds at Central Regional
By mark motheral
Sports Editor

Last weekend, the Kenyon
Lords tennis team journeyed to St.
Louis, Mo., for the 2009 Wilson/
Intercollegiate Tennis Association
(ITA) Central Reg ion Sing les
and Doubles Championship. Although both Mike Greenberg ’10
and Will VandenBerg ’10, two of
Kenyon’s strongest players, did
not participate, the Lords took
the tournament’s courts by storm.
Tomas Piskacek ’10 made the
final round in the singles tournament and the quarterfinals in the
doubles tournament, leading the
Lords to a respectable showing
overall.
In the doubles competition,
three of the five teams representing
Kenyon made it to the round of 16
or further. The doubles teams of
Kevin Ye ’13 and Austin Griffin
’13 and Adam Sendor ’11 and Dan
Verhave ’10 both upset seeded opponents in routine fashion to claim
spots in the tournament’s sweet 16.

[Piskacek] is stronger,
faster and in better
shape than last year.

